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.E ST?.AC parallel rails that carry current to a
solid or plasma armature behind the mass to

The effects cf matsrial ablaied fr.m be accelerated. Because of the electromag-
rails, and the formatic of secondary arcs netic force acting on it, the armature
are at present widely recognised to be the slides along the rails accelerating the

phenomena that hinder the e:-:pected perf-sr.- mass. Some interesting applications that
ances of the plasma-driven railguns inves- have been proposed for these devices, are

tgated. thcse in the fields of nuclear fusion [I],
In this paper the application :f an [2], 12] and of space missions [4], [5].

external magnetic field on arc-driven
railguns, in order to reduce the plasma y Plasma arc P Ilet b
armature length and consequently limit I
these parasitic effects, is proposed.

The analysis of the EAR ( External x
Augmented Railgun ) performances, and a
comparison with the conventional and SAR
( Series Augmented Railgun ) behaviour is 

lp p
carried out. Furthermore some preliminary
design criteria are given.

Fig. 1 Schematic draw of a railgun

NCMENCLATURE The analysis of the several railgun
experiments that have been carried out in

p = Magnetic permeability in the vacuum these past years, shows that at velocities
e = Electronic charge of up to 3 Km/sec the railgun behaviour is
Vi = Ionization potential not significantly affected by parasitic
1a = Arc length effects. Nevertheless as velocity increases

h = Distance between the rails an acceleration decrement becomes more and
w = Height of the rails more relevant so that, near 6 km/sec , the
b = Thickness of the rails velocity ceases to increase. As a conse-
1 = Length of the rails quence of this fact the experimentally
L' = Per unit inductance of the rails obtained launch speeds were all close to 6

p = Arc mass density km/sec independent of the delivered input
a = Conducibility of the plasma arc energy or the rail length.

= Pellet mass density This limit is due to the interactions
= Planck's constant between the plasma armature and the rail

as = Stefan's constant and insulator walls. The plasma armature
or = Conductivity of the rails ablates material from bore walls, therefore

K = Boltzmann's constant a mass to be accelerated is added to the

ma = Mass of the plasma arc plasma arc and instability phenomena -an

mab = Ablated mass occur so causing a plasma leakage from the

m = Mass of the pellet rear of the armature. The region behind the
m = Electron mass armature is then filled with plasma, and

mo = Hydrogen atomic mass the formation of secondary arcs shunts a

ne = Electron density part of current from the primary arc and

na = Atomic density significantly reduces the propulsive force.

iei =Electron ion frequency collision The secondary conduction is propcr-

)ea = Electron atom frequency collision tional to the rail to rail voltage, and

Qea = Electron atom collision cross section this voltage increases with velocity.
a = Degree of ionization Therefore, it seems that as velocity ap-
T = Temperature proaches 6 km/sec, this phenomenon causes a
P = Pressure reduction of the propulsive force below the

drag force.
Several approaches to the solution of

INTRODUCTION these problems have been suggested, includ-
ing the use of ablation resistant mater:-

The arc-driven railguns are electro- als, the use of hybrid armatures, or the
magnetic launchers capable of accelerating augmentation of conventional railgun by
masses ranging from a few milligrams tc adding one or more additional rail turns.

several kilograms to velocities of several but none have demonstrated the possibility
km/sec. As is well known, a railgun is sub- of completely overcoming the parasitic phe-

stantially formed, see fig. 1, by two nomena.
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In this paper the application of an mated considering, in the armature, a
external magnetic field on plasma-driven uniform distributicn of the current density
railguns in order to have shorter armature J and a constant magnetic field B obtained
lengths and consequently reduce the drag averaging the magnetic field Bb backward
force and ablated mass effects is proposed, and Bf forward the armature.
The analysis of the EAR performances, and a Therefore for the SAR we have :
comparison with SAR and conventional rail-
gun behaviour is then carried out.

s = J x Bas dV = ( 2n - 1 ) L' I/2

RAILGUN AUGMENTATION ANALYSIS V

Augmentation of railguns by adding one
or more rail turns, see fig. 2, was pro- Bbs = nL'I/h Bfs = ( n - 1 )L'I,/h
posed in order to reduce, for an equal
accelerating force, the input current and Bas = ( Bbs + Bfs )/2 = ( 2n - 1 ) L'o0 2/2hconsequently the power dissipation in the
plasma armature and the rails, where h is the rail height and n is the

The series augmented railguns must number of augmenting turns, while for the
have a limited number of 2 or 3 augmenting EAR we have:
turns because of the increased transverse
force acting on the rails [6], and because
the mechanical and electrical complexity
introduced by the augmenting rails compli- Fe = J x Bae dv = ( L' 1o 2 + 2 Bextloh )/2
cates the structural design of these sys-
tems. V

Bbe L' I,/h + Bext Bfe = Bext

SBae = ( Bbe + Bfe )/2 = (L'Io/h + 2 Bext)/2

where Bext is the applied external magnetic
field.

Fig. 2 Schematic draw of a Series Augmented In order to carry out a parametric
Railgun comparison of the performances of the two

devices we define Bexth = mL'I o , where m
The performances of the experimentally is the proportional constant between the

investigated laboratory devices [7], [8] external field and the augmenting turn
did not demonstrate any particular benefits field. We have:
compared to those of conventional railguns.

This lack of effectiveness can depend Fe = 2m ( L'I0 2 ) / 2
on the fact that the augmentor rails in-
crease resistive losses even at reduced The breech voltage can be evaluated
current values, as suggested by Kotas et adding the Bhv term and the resistive
al. [9], and that an ablation reduction voltage drop term V, for each rail pair.
does not eliminate secondary arc conduc- In Table I a comparison among some
tion, as shown in the experiments [10] characteristic quantities of the SAR and
carried out with low ablation ceramic EAR railgun for the same accelerating force
insulators, is reported.

In order to reduce these hinderances
we propose the application of an external
magnetic field, see fig. 3, having the same Simple SAR EAR
direction of the self induced magnetic
field of a conventional railgun. Accel. Force 1 1 1

Input Current I li/n-l) I//Tm)
Breech Voltage 1 v(2n-l)+nVr vT-2m

y

- Tab. I Comparison of some characteristic
x  

quantities of conventional, SAR, and EAR
et railguns.

B t B t

It is possible to observe that the EAR
Fig. 3 Schematic draw of an External Aug- configuration allows:
mented Railgun

- with respect to conventional railguns
A first evaluation of the EAR charac- a) an input current reduction, for the same

teristics and a comparison with the beha- propulsive force;
viour of SAR and conventional railguns can
be carried out considering a constant - with respect to SAR
supplying current Io, all the rail pairs as
completely coupled magnetically and having a) an input current reduction of the samethe same inductance gradient L', and ne- order of magnitude;
glecting the plasma armature resistance b) the absence of additional resistive
with respect to the rail resistance, losses in the augmenting turns;

The accelerating force on the armature c) a reduction of the breech voltage that
can be found integrating J x B in the could result in a less probable formation
armature volume V. This force can be esti- of secondary arcs;
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It can be noticed that the EA7 rail- using the formulas of Grover [14] for go
gun needs a superconducting magnet to apply sa.d return conductors of equal cross sec-
the high external magnetc field required
to have good performance;.

To evaluate th, o--rr of mag::t.;de of RS
the external field E = mL' I 'h, we
consider a proportional constant m = 1. and
typical values of L' = .4 uH/m, I : 50" R LS
KA,and a bore of Icm obtaining Beyt : - T.

A positive characteristic the EAR
configuration is the short plasma armature L Mm(x)
length that allows a reduction of the 0
ablation and drag effects. In order t- show
this we will compare the performances of L'X R
augmented and conventional railguns taki:.n
into account the plasma armature behavciur.

Rp

MODEL

For the analysis of EAR and SAR rail- T Bexthx
guns, we have modified the formulation of -
simplified model of the plasma armature
[11] that takes into account the drag
force, and considers the ablative effects Fig.4 Equivalent electric network

adding all the ablated mass to the plasma
armature, but neglects the secondary con-
duction phenomenon. tion, and is approximately one half of the

In that model we considered the part difference between the inductance of the

of plasma close to the pellet, where quite conductors together and apart.

the whole arc mass is concentrated, and the It can be noticed that if M(:x), L,

pressure is nearly constant and equal to and R_ are zero the model reduces tD th':

the pressure exerted on the pellet, as for EAR model, if BExt is zero the model reduce

the 'actual arc', thus assuming constant t: the SAR model, while if these parameters

values for its characteristic quantities, are all zero we have the conventional

Furthermore we assumed the following hy- railgun model.

potheses (fig. 1) :
- Rails extended enough in the z direc- - The mechanical equilibrium equation

tion so as to consider the magnetic
induction B as having only a z-component. F (mp + ma) x L'I z - x dm a +

- The arc current is uniformly distributed 2
and is directed only in the y direction.

- The arc configuration is steady during - Da FDp + Fe + Fs
the motion of the arc, and the plasma arc
is in thermal equilibrium where Fe BexthI = L'IoI is the force due

- Thermal exchange primarily by radiation. to the application of the external field,
F = L' 12/2 - L'1

2 
is the force due to the

On the basis of the previous assump- augmenting turn, FDa is the drag force on

tions and now considering augmented rail- the plasma armature, FDp is the drag force

guns with only one augmenting turn ( n = m on the pellet.

= 1 ) , the railgun model is expressed by The term x dma/dt = B I VP takes into

the following equations: account the ablation effect at the barrel
walls and depends on the ablation coeffi-

- the electrical equilibrium equation of cents 2 of the wall material , and on the

the equivalent electric network, see arc voltage Vp = Rp I.
fig. 4 The drag force can be estimated [151,

as Fq = Av2ma(w+h)/ wh), where

d [(L + L'x + L + 2Mm(x))l] + A = [ lg(a/(5w)) + 1.74] , and a/(6aw)

dt is the ratio of the bore size divided by
the bore roughness. For most smooth gun

+ (RO + R'x + Rp + Rs)I + Bexth = 0 () bores a/(5,w) = 4000. Neglecting the drag
force on the pellet [16] and substituting
the previous relations, we obtain:

where Lo is the external inductor, with
resistance Ro , supplying the launcher, = (mp + ma ) " = L'I2( 3 + 2I )
L' = ph/2w is the per unit length induct-
ance of the rails, modified in order tc
take into account the fact that the rails - x:2IRp - Ax 2m,(_w+h) (3)
are not infinitely wide [12], Ls = L'1 is wh
the self inductance of the augmented turn,
1 is the rail length, Rp = h/(cwl a ) is the the equilibrium equations of the charac-
plasma armature resistance, Bext is the terrstic quantities of the plasma:
external field, and x is the plasma arma-

ture velocity. - ra /(wd) = ul2/[2w2(1+e)] (4)
The resistance of the augmented turn

Rs = 21/(b60r) , and the per unit length ; =(1la)KT/mo (5)
resistance of the rails R' = 2/(b6c are
considered functions of the current density a _ (KT)2. 5 rme1- exp -eV 6)
penetration depth [13] 6 = ( nt/ou ) 1 - - ha  KT

The mutual inductance M,(x) , between
the two turns of the SAR is calculated ma/(whla) (7)
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Sa = 2(wh+hl +wia) 
_ )

ScsT
4 = hI w = 5 mm h = 50 rim

wl a
n.e = /o 10 1= Em b = i mm
o = ne. /[me, ( ea + ; j I, - .5 . 0 . hm i

"\ei =  1.8-10-6 Ie  T 1 - (12) Lo F

ea = 6.21-103 na T 0 5 Qea (2) 5g g/M

n = 1.24-107 T- 1 . 5  n -0.5 (14)

The equations (1),(3)-(14) , were ntegrat- Tab. II - Large bore railgun parameters
ed with the initial conditions " 0)=io
x(0)=0, x(0)=0, ma(0) = mao, where e
assume an initial arc mass mo . .C fig. , a t

The model was tested simuil tin the the values of velocity, arc length, andCEM-UT experimental results [15]. The arc ablated mass obtained ;ith a propulsivewas practically composed of material force of 104 n, for small bore EAR, SAR andablated by the rails and insulator walls, conventional railguns are reported.therefore, since the rail material has an i.j. 6 shows that the EAP rai'gun
ablative coefficient greater than the allows a significant improvement in the
insulator [15] ( 3-4 times ) ,a copper btained maximum velocity. The SAR has low
plasma was considered postulating only one ablated mass of an EAR, see fig. 8, which
possible ionization level. Simul. ted re- means a lower ablative eff , but since it
suits in Fig. 5 show good agreement with l a s a loer a l a ve effect, bt since it
the experimental data. as a longer arc length, see fig. 7, it has

stronger drag force effects and its per-
formance is globally worse than that of the
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Fig. 5 Comparison between calculated and
experimental data

Fig. 6 Comparison among velocity vs. accel-
eration length of simple, SAR and EAR small

RESULTS bore railguns.

We analysed how the external magnetic____
field influences the conventional railgun
behaviour, and compared it to the SAR 0o02-
behaviour for equal accelerating force, for i - mp
the two different railgun sizes shown in 002

L -SAR
Table I and II .os ER

0 .016r

___ 014

w = 5 mm h : 5 mm o""
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, = .58. 10 8 ohm- 1 m- 1  °o . "
4006
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Fig. 7 Comparison among arc lengths vs.
acceleration length of simple, SAR and EARTab. I - Small bore railgun parameters small bore railguns.
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--- - ------------ T.- firures show that for this bigger
- ailgun bore size the differences among the

o- _ -m, final velocities of the examined railguns

- -S ... A e-- ss - evident even if the trend of the
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In the sinmulat- data the SARP. -1il
reaches a higher vel-clty than the -. 1 2 Compar .n among velocity vs.t -ona1  rallg:, be.e it hs wI accelertion length of simple SAR and EAR
ablated mass. This trend, obser.-ed t arg b rai guns
several rail ablative and drag :o:
cients, does not correspond to the e::per-
mental observatis n i probably d --
the fact that, in the adopted model, t!:
secondary ccr.d'.::-t- :. etf- ts hiave .be
glected. o

The velocity de:- eases beyond -th ..
acceleration lengt' c; respondent tc t!.
maximum velocity, her.c, the indicaticn f . -
the rail length at whi*-' a given speecd 1 ..

reached can help for !dsign of the rail
length in order to hav.,- the correc fin,!
speed. In fig. 9 the acceleratn;: lengtrh
that gives 6.5 m, sec is reported f-.r
different propl:si
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I Fig. 11 Comparison among arc length vs.
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In f g. 1 , 11, 12 the c Cpa

among the val:es of velocity, arr length,
and ablated ma ; cbtained with a prculsiv rig. 12 Comparison among ablated mass vs.
force of 10 i, r r large bore SEA, CP acceleration length of simple, SAP and EAR
and ccnventicnal railguns are reported. large bore railguns.
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